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About This Game

Are you sick of boring puzzle games? Tired of generic FPS? Your problems are over!
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FPS - Fun Puzzle Shooter is a First Person Shooter with a totally different proposal. The main target is to be Fun!
The objective is not to kill creatures, but to hit the correct targets to finish the levels.
There are 30 levels and each level has a new challenge to test your Fun Puzzle Skills.

It is not simply to shoot at everything, but to shoot the right items according to the logic needed to solve the situation! You will
have to know the level very well and understand how it works to solve your puzzles successfully to finally advance in the game.
At each level new target types are displayed. Each with a different kind of reaction and affecting the environment in the most

diverse ways.
It may seems simple at first, but as you move to new levels, things get complicated and will require more and more strategy to

win the challenges!

Music by bensound.com
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Title: FPS - Fun Puzzle Shooter
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Rafael Farias
Publisher:
Fiassink Games
Release Date: 17 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5 2500K 3.3GHz / AMD Phenom II

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia GeForce 860M

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1500 MB available space

Sound Card: Direct x9

English
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A game that gives you a lot of achievement, has good puzzles and decent graphics.
This is a Game worth trying fairly priced and fun to play.
. The game is pretty cool for its price, BUT only for its price. I wouldn't buy this if it would be any more expensive.

+ pretty original idea (looks like one of the game modes in Postal 2, haven't seen anywhere else)
- no sound while in-game, a good soundtrack would definitely make it better
+ decent graphics
- a little bit laggy
- has 3+ achievements with same requirements and descriptions which is pretty annoying

Actually, this game can be improved in lots of different ways, but when you're low on money and don't mind playing some kind
of puzzle, this game is not too bad choice. 5\/10. Fun puzzle game. Sometimes it feels like you don't have enough shots. This
might be ok for some levels, but for others it just seems like it is punishing you for not knowing the distance to the target..
Overall this game is fun but it can get very challenging, very quickly.

If you do happen to have a few extra dollars in your account I really reccomend you should purchase this game as it is great for
it's price.. When I get past the purple on level 2 it is like impossible to get past the last box i tried about 20 mintues on it. I cant
get past level 2 because the game randomly stops sprinting so I cant make any jumps.. Good concept and idea... Controls are all
right (semi modern, semi vintage).

My only complaint: Menu (in game+options menu) could be more advanced and universaly accessible.
I wish I could scale things down, for weaker graphic cards(!)

Hope they work on the game and improve the overall feel to it... As a standalone game, this is completely new to me!
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So there are 2 MAJOR issues.
1. The game slows down as you play it so you can't play for long.
2. RNG literally some switches do a random thing and you cannot win on a bad roll
The game has many skill based challenges. These may be hard for people who don't have much FPS experience since you have
exactly the amount of ammo you need. Waiting is an issue too. The game basically has auto-scroller that make it so you have to
wait 45 seconds or so to get to single skill shot.
The platforming is terrible. Things feel slippery though I think it more like an overcompensated inertia.
That said the game isn't that terrible if the technical issues were worked out and with a small bit of revision this could be at least
good.
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